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About This Content

A cold winter has hit Carcassonne. The citizens waste very little time before preparing hot beverages and sweet pastries. Life
around Carcassonne slows down. Occasionally, the people catch a glimpse of a new character, the gingerbread man.

The gingerbread man offers an additional possibility to score each time someone draws a gingerbread man tile.
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carcassonne winter edition gingerbread man rules

it's a good game

shame this version is so bad:
-does not save settings
-insists it's the demo when it clearly isn't
-no solo play mode, only vs cpu or players
-what the heck is ghostlop?
-extremely, legendarily bad translation that tries to cover it up by making fun of itself and failing
-very crashy
-doesn't save unlocks
-achievements don't trigger correctly either
-characters constantly display their 'hurting' poses and their 'hurting' voiceclips such that you either turn off the voices or go
crazy
-multiplayer doesn't work online
-multiplayer doesn't work offline. I can't recommend this DLC as the speed limits are hopelessly inaccurate or missing
altogether mening you lose all of your XP very quickly. The Oktoberfest scenario which is supposed to run from Wedel to
Hamburg HBF ends at the fourth station Blankenese about ten stations short. It's typical Dovetail Games - unfinished and on
with the next moneyspinner.. its a 50-50 game you either like it or not
. Why does this count as part of the season pass? it was release dlc. Please do not play this game. It is worse than the other
Starlite Astronaut game, which I actually didn't think was possible. The online multiplayer is dead, the controls are terrible, the
game is not fun at all. This game is everything you never wanted in a multiplayer game. Buying an 8-ball would be a better life
choice than buying g-ball.. Enjoyable puzzle experience, with a horror theme, quite disturbing.

Puzzles are challenging but not absurd.

No jump scares just an uneasy feel.

God damn that bunny. The game is needlessly tedious in the way you play it, it's not like many other survival games where there
is some excitement or a unique twist to balancing things, it's just, "Oh need food, oh now we need wood to make stuff to make
more food, oh there's undead and we don't have enough soldiers." Just balancing things out in what is clearly an endless struggle,
not worth your money.. Graphics 10\/10
Grammar 10\/10
Physics 10\/10
Level Design 10\/10

I never knew you could spontaneously combust when touching water.
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Gonna have wet dreams with Izzy saying "TOMA" over and over again. 10/10. Buying the soundtrack supports the creators. It's
a really heartwarming OST and I highly recommend it. Pair it with the excellent bittersweet story and you get one of the most
eye opening visual novels out there.

This soundtrack doesn't change anything since the game already has a "sound mode"; it only supports the creators. Buy it if you
don't mind donating some cash.. I have given this game a fair shake and I can both recommend it and recomend against it
depending on what you want out of this game and whether you've played it's successors (Rise of Venice, Port Royale 2&3, and
Patrician 4).

Buy it if you:
Want a complex and engaging trading and business managing game with a fair addition of politics and hands-off town
management.
Can overlook a dated interface, unintuitive mechanics and little explanation. (Both a tutorial, manual and Wiki exist tho!)

Avoid (in favor of its successors) if you:
Prefer a more streamlined experience, with quality of life improvements at the cost of less complexity.
Require better graphics (although this is really not the selling point of this series)

In general I was well amused by the game and will surely continue playing, thus I recommend it, albeit only for the more
dedicated fans of the genre (niche) and series.
. I really, really, REALLY want(ed) to like this game, but not wanting to pay the sub fee anymore renders my character useless.

Anyone who says you can play in the sense of anything other than be mediocre at a few things is lying. Even then - the skill
system is annoying and overly-complicated and really promotes alts. Guess what? Extra character slots? Pull out that sweet,
sweet plastic.

I really do believe the devs of this game are trying their best with what they have and it's really sad the only thing holding this
game back is a severe lack of population. The game-world is simply dead... You can travel from city-to-city and not even
encounter an NPC. It's almost depressing. You can tell the devs intended for non-existent players to fill up all this empty space..
The TDLR here is I can recommend this game on the price point. I enjoyed my time playing, it is short but worth the roughly
\u00a31 per hour puzzle experience I had. Your times may differ. I did not get to test this game in multiplayer.

This game is charming and minimalistic in art style, doesn't hold your hand when it comes to introducing you to puzzle
mechanics, and encourages experimentation. You will need to think logically and make sure you're planning ahead and
executing controls precisely, lest finding yourself in a frantic panic or unable to proceed and requiring to restart the whole level.

Positive qualities include:
-Great art style with minimalistic controls, polished appearance.
-Relatively difficult puzzles and high quality level design.
-A sense of learning through puzzles without being force-fed information.
-Includes multiplayer (did not test).
-Worked very smoothly with very few bugs (already fixed by developers).

Negative qualities include:
-I slightly bumpy learning curve (although this could be a personal problem I had with particular levels).
-Sometimes confusing and slightly frustrating keyboard inputs with fairly punishing consequences (game was developed for
controllers).
-Nice music but lacked variety.
-Relatively short gameplay time if you're a good puzzle gamer.
-Simplistic sound and graphics options.
. not bad for outstanding !! 6/10
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